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BSR Sir started the session with a question: How are you? BSR Sir said that the answer should 

never be I am alright, rather it should always be: I am excellent. This statement fills you with 

positive images and lifts up your energy tremendously. BSR Sir advised everyone to avoid 

giving energy to negative thoughts. 

BSR Sir shared the story of Samrat Chandragupta Maurya and Chanakya ji. He asked I am going 

through so many hardships to become the undisputed King of this land, why am I facing these 

hardships? To this Chanakya ji replied, had this been an easy feat to achieve, everyone or anyone 

would have become the undisputed king of this land. BSR Sir shared about KASSH and advised 

everyone to work on their KASSH to earn Cash. He also spoke about people who have been 

thinking from years to acquire or learn a skill or a language but they are not patient enough to put 

in their consistent efforts to achieve it, today everyone wants instant results, but they tend to 

forget that there is nothing like overnight success. There is years of grueling consistent effort to 

achieve the success which is quite often termed as an overnight success.  

“Success is never readymade”. 

BSR Sir advised people to not just wait for free programs, he asked them to spend on upgrading 

themselves. BSR Sir said the life of an individual is his/her own responsibility, he advised them to take 

the ownership of their life. Tough times never last, only tough people do. BSR Sir asked people to 

commit and announce and it will be a bit easy to achieve what they desire. BSR Sir shared some personal 

examples of how he committed, announced and achieved. When you give high commitments, you think 

higher and your capabilities rise up. BSR Sir shared some feedbacks and also answered some questions 

asked by the viewers. BSR Sir also shared about the expected magnitude of The Magic Of Thinking 

Rich Season 4 which will be broadcasted in the world. 

Law of Attraction – People think that a lot of unexpected things happening in the life is a coincidence, but 

there is nothing like Coincidence, there is Co-creation. There are no Coincidences, only Co-

Creations. Everything is pre-existing. To explain this concept BSR Sir shared the example of tube light 

in a room, it already exists, however to switch it on you need to press the switch; this pressing of switch is 

co-creation. Everything is pre existing but to acquire these pre existing things one needs to put their 

thoughts, actions and feelings. One has to Visualize, Vocalize and Emotionalize to acquire the desired 

results. 

 

 



 

Four Step Formula to Achieve Anything – 

1) Burning DeBSR Sire – You need to have burning desire, not just desire. Your dream should 

make you restless till the time you achieve it. BSR Sir shared some examples to explain it. 

2) Hope & Faith – You need to have complete faith on yourself. BSR Sir shared various examples 

to explain this. 

3) Absolute Clarity – This is a must because if you are not clear about your desires with every 

minute detail, then you will never receive it. 

4) Zero Doubt/Conviction – BSR Sir explained this in detail. 

Once you develop these 4 qualities you will get the desired results. BSR Sir shared some more real life 

examples. BSR Sir read some comments from YouTube chat. 

How to Tap Your Mind – BSR Sir explained practical ways to tap the power of mind. He also shared the 

importance and scientific reasons of writing goals. BSR Sir also shared the correct way of writing a goal. 

Rules of Writing a Goal –  

1) It should be in Present Continuous form. 

2) It should contain a feeling word in it. Example – Hurray, Wow, Yahoo, Yes. 

3) Only Positive words.  

4) Include your family, friends in it while describing the celebrations. 

5) Include a Thank You statement in advance. Thank God. 

6) Absolute Clarity is must. 

By doing this activity you fool your subconscious mind into believing that you have already achieved 

that you desire. 

 

 

 


